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INTRODUCTION 
Spark counters trace their history back over three decade*' 

but have been used in only a limited number of experiments.* 
The key properties of these devices include their capability of 
precision timing (at the sub 100 pa level') and of measuring the 
position of the charged particle to high accuracy. At SLAC we 
have undertaken a program to develop these devices for use in 
b'.i-h energy physics experiment involving large detectors.* 

A spark counter of site J.S m x 0.1 m has been constructed 
and has >WMI operating continuously b our test setnp for sev
er J! months. In this talk I will discuss some details of its con
struction and its properties as a particle detector. We report-
here on work in progress. The results presented here were ana
lyzed on-line and, no doubt, will be refined considerably ia the 
coming months. 

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS 
The basic parts of a spark counter (Fig. 1) an two parallel 

planar electrodes at high voltage separated by gas. At leastone 
electrode is of a highly resistive material, usually glass, with a 
resistivity around 10*11 cm.* The gas is a noble gas, aueh aa 
argon, with added organic gases to provide quenching of the 
sparks." 

In operation, a charge particle iontriag the gaa results, af
ter several decades of gas multiplication, ia a spark. The spark 
cap discharge only a limited amount of the surface charge on 
tbe electrodes, due to the high resistivity of one or them. Po
tentially ionising UV light from the apart is absorbed by the 
organic gases, so a Geiger mode discharge does not oecsf, 

Tbe signal from the spark is picked up br as arrangement 
of strip transmission lines and U carried out of the device at 
both ends «.f each stripline. The signals are time and pulse 
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Fig. 1. Exploded view of a spark counter. The 1.2 m counter baa eight atijpuiM. «6fo 
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height analysed.* The mean lime of a atrip* ends gin* tbe time 
of the passage of the particle, and Ike time difference shorn 
wliere along the striphne the particle passed. Comparing the 
pulse beisbt in neighboring strips allows one to ealcnlste the 
transvew* position of tbe particle's trajectory, using a eentroid 
method. 

Ettending the spark counter from small ( 9 X 9 cm*) de-
rises to large one entailed solving eeveMl problems. 1 mention 
two of them hen. 

The prtrioesr/ used method for fabricating the copper 
cathodes — vacuum deposition — was not readily extended 
to pieces one .meter bug- In order to make large-area meUl-
lkhighv<ifts«electr«IejrwenHopo»lhemetIiodcJ«ta9og 
sheet copper7to a glass substrate with a dry film ad desire.8 Af
ter polishing the copper surface with alumina,9 we obtained an 
electrode that compared favorably with the vacuum deposited 
ones. 
Sign*! Quality 

The second problem centered around the extraction ot sig
nals from the counter* via stripbncs. It is essentia) in these 
devices to obtain well formed pulses out of both ends in or
der to preserve good resolution. We constructed an electrical 
model of the PSC, containing a pulser called an Inner Spark 
Pulser (ISP)*0 and we quickly found problems. 

Whan only one stripline was present the pulse wis quite sat
isfactory. However, when two closely spaced striplines were in
stalled we observed a double pulse at the far end of the atripline 
(Fig. S), This was caused by two separate modes of pulse prop
agation, each with a different velocity. The new mode was one 
with equal and opposite currents in the two striplhes — a kind 
of dlTereutial pair. Excitation of this mode is inevitable. To 
solve he problem, we were obliged to cause tbe higher velocity 
of this JttOde to'match tbat of the usual mode. This was done 
by overlaying the etripliues with a materia)'1 whose dielectric 
constant matched tbat of the semiconducting glass. 
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Fig. 3. OsePlograpbs of the ISP.») Without dielectric ccwei. 
The upper trace shows the puke after tmdhag JO m along 
the stripline, the lower Usee fa for 1.1 m travel b) With 
dielectric cover. Tbe earlier of the two pulses seen in a) has 
now merged with the later one. Scale- SV/dnr X Sna/div. 

A cross section of tbe counter (Pig. 3) shows provisions to 
•obe the latter problem as weD as others encountered m tbe 
electrical design. These investigations wen greatly aided by 
the uniform, reputable shape of the ISP pubM. 
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Fig. 3. Cross section of 1.2 m counter, showing arrangement 
of conductors. The copper foil ground and tbe dielectric are 
both necessary to obtain good pube wavefoisn. 

PROPERTIES AS A PARTICLE DETECTOR 
In describing tbe properties of the working counter, I will 

comment on tbe "buroiag-in* process, tbe pulse height and 
efficiency versus applied voltage, the spark development time 
and time resolution veaus voltage, and the position resolution. 
Burning In 

Aflerpubiug is a well known phenomenon in gaseous de
vices that employ avalanche multiplication. Afterpulses are 
those pulses which follow shortly after a "first" puke, and are 
presumably caused by tbe first pulse in some way, la our device 
we can observe such pukes up to 2 usee after a "first" pulse 
(Fig. 4). Tbe mean number of afterpulses (per lint pulse) is 
a strf ng function of applied voltage. W» can chancterlie a 
counter by the counting rate for first pulses versus voltage. 
This rate rues sharply above threshold and than reaches a 
broad plateau. The meen number of afterpulses also follows a 
characteristic curve, rising to 'inity at a voltage of about twice 
the threshold voltage. 

In a virgin counter (Fig. 4b), this rate reaches unity at 
a much tower voltage. If such a counter is operated for pro
gressively longer times, however, the sfttrpulslng curve gradu
ally shifts to higher voltages. When tbe total exposure of tbe 
counter reaches a value between 3.5 and 10 million sparks per 
em2 no further improvement is seen (Fig. 4f>. 

This training, or "burning-in,* process is not understood 
at a fundamental level,13 hut has been observed in all counters 
of this type that we have built. Burning-in tbe 1.8 m X .1 m 
counter occupied about a month's time, using T r mCof Co*9. 
Pads* Height aad Efkseacy 

We ham measured the pube height and efficiency of the 
counter versus voltage, using a drift chamber equipped cosmic 
ray telescope to define a track in the counter (F% Sa,b). The 
variance of the pube height is ~ 40% of the mean pulse height 
over the range of our measurements. The mean pulse height 
itself increases strongly with applied voltage and may be char
acterised by the third or fourth power of the applied voltage. 
At the lowest voltages, however, the pulse height does not go 
to zero, hut stays above u certain minimum value. 

The efficiency increases with voltage u a predictable way, 
the highest voltage yielding an efficiency consistent with unity. 
From the measurements at lower voltage we conclude that the 
mean lots! ionisatioo per track b of order S, in agreement with 
calnlations.11 
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Fig. 4. Burn-in or the 1.2 m counter. Afterpubes are defined to 
be any poises that follow a first pube within 1 pite. a) Rate 
or first pulses versus applied voltage. The threshold of this 
counter is epprarimately 3100 V. b) -1 ) Mean number of af-
terpulses per first pulse versus voltage. The curves correspond 
to a total pulse count of .17, .25, .75, 8.6, and 5 miUion/em3, 
respectively. 

Devetupinent Time «s«l Ttme Reaolotloa> 
To measure the spark development time and time resolu

tion as a function of voltage, we employed • smaller counter 
as a standard. This operated at a fixed voltage of about twice 
threshold. It'a timeresorolioa is inevitably folded in with that 
of the test counter and seems to beatjoat 100 pace. 

The term spark development time means the time between 
the initial ionization and the spark discharge. It has been mea
sured (Fig. 5c) to vurp from • - 3 M M to well under 300 psec 
as the applied voltage was changed from 1.1 times threshold 
to twice threshold, m all these Measurement* that* arista a 
systematic onset due to the development time of the standard 
counter o? ordsr 300 psec. The observed dependence of de
velopment timt oo voltage is ill good agreement with previous 
measurements.13 

The time resolution cart be teen to vary in an analogous 
way. The highest voltage measurements (Fig. 6) seem to be 
dominated by timing fluctuations unrelated to the 1.2 m teat 
counter. 
Ftelt ioaReaontJoa 

The toogitudbul and transverse coordinates of a spark are 
calculated based on the time difference of pulses at the ends 
of a atrip and on the pulse height profile of an event aa aeen 
in the strips. Figure 7 shows the difference between the FSC 
coordinates calculated from the PSC mforniaita and from the 
external tracking device. The toiujitadied position resolution, 

Fig. 5. Characteristic] of U m FSC versus applied voltage, 
a) Efficiency. Ttk smooth curve foDows Ref. Id, assuming a 
threshold voltage of 3164 V, five ion pain per charged particle 
crossing, and Townsend coefficient a • • Ape~Bpifr, where p is 
the pressure, V the applied voltage, ( b the electrode spacing; 
and#=>7»V/cmtorr . b) Pulse height-The vertical bar in 
these measurements indicates the variance of the pube height 
distribution, c) D«velotim«i>t tune, defined torero at 6000 V. 
d) Time resolution. In «) and d), tb* curve follows Ref. 13, 
with allowances made for our gas composition. 
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Fig. 8. Distribution of particle flight time. The applied voltage 
to the LS at PSO was CBN V. 



0) "» 10 tun! b 8ve tinea the -nine one would expect soWjy 
from the time MB of the efeetronks. Wa beHeve pulse height 
slewing, which b Dot. corrected in these data, to lie responsible 
for the difference. The transverse position resolntioa, at = 1-0 
nun, la dominated by noise pickup in the cabling to the de
tector. We aspect both position resolutions to be substantially 
improved by further analysis, taking the mentioned effects into ' 
account. 
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Fig. 7. Residual distribution in the PSC coordinates, a) 
Longitudinal coordinate derived from the time difference in the 
strip ends, b) Transverse coordinate calculates ae the charge 
weighted eentroid taken over all the strips. The particles were 
tracked by a drift chamber telescope. 

CONCLUSIONS 
We have demonstrated the feasibility of building a long 

(1.2 m) spark counter and have investigated some of Ha prop
erties. We a n new undertaking the construction of counters 3 
an long. 
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